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Our quantum search protocol indicates that entanglement is not required for AN speedup. We also reem-
phasize the quantum error correction mechanism in our scheme.
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recent proposal @2# based on a quantum search protocol uti-
lizing an atomic array and states: ‘‘the optical approach of
Ref. @2# could be accomplished with strictly classical means,
requires exponential resources, and therefore does not repre-
sent quantum computation.’’
This comment simply misses the main thrust and key
point~s! of Ref. @2#, the abstract of which states ‘‘In the
present paper we show how modern quantum optics may
provide a simple and practicable quantum search procedure,
which may also yield insights into quantum search algo-
rithms in general.’’
A key point of Ref. @2# was to show that entanglement is
not required to get the AN speedup, and the present comment
does not dispute that by stating that ‘‘ . . . the optical method
of Ref. @2# presents a savings in temporal resources @O(AN)
versus O(N) queries#.’’
The observation about the requirements on hardware is
well known. As noted by Lloyd @3# ~a paper referred to in
Ref. @2#! and others, entanglement reduces the amount of
hardware from N to log2N. As stated above, Ref. @2# shows in
a simple scheme, how AN trials ~instead of N) are required
for the search. This was also the main point of Grover’s
original paper @4#. Grover’s algorithm can be implemented
with or without entanglement, the advantage of entaglement
is of course in terms of hardware. Reference @2# brings out in
a simple practical scheme that the AN factor in data searches
is more fundamental than Grover’s algorithm. A similar point
was made in the experimental paper by Bucksbaum and col-
laborators @5#. In a separate paper @6#, we have presented a
possible implementation of Grover’s algorithm with en-
tanglement using cavity QED methods. Unlike the scheme
proposed in Ref. @2#, Grover’s algorithm leads to the proba-
bilistic outcome of search results even in an ideal system.
The only exception is the N54 case as discussed in Ref. @6#.
It is also well known that a purely classical scheme can
also yield a AN speed up. Grover has recently given a simple
pendulum system which demontrates this nicely @7#.
However there is more, which is strictly quantum. All
such purely classical schemes are limited by the ability to
resolve spectral lines and normal-mode frequencies. How-
ever Lorentzian tails are notoriously long. Thus the ‘‘needle’’
atom in our scheme @2# can be found by applying AN pulses,
however there will always be error counts due to accidental
excitation of ‘‘straw’’ atoms. Hopefully the number of error1050-2947/2002/66~5!/056301~2!/$20.00 66 0563counts per atom is small. Nevertheless if the number of at-
oms is large enough, these errors will be compounded into a
large error count.
As discussed in Ref. @2#, it is possible to eliminate the
error counts by applying a sequence of 2p pulses ~Fig. 1!
which cycle atoms in the ‘‘straw’’ level us& to the auxiliary
level uh& and back to us&, resulting in the net sign change of
the ground state ~Fig. 2!. Here we elaborate the main idea
and discuss the conditions when the error counts can be ren-
dered negligible via our quantum error correction.
Consider the quantum system which can make an un-
wanted weak transition from state us& to ua& as a result of an
error signal of strength G. The Hamiltonian in the interaction
picture is
Herror~ t !5\Gua&^sueidt1H.c., ~1!
where d is the detuning, i.e., the perturbation need not be
resonant with the transition us&↔ua&. The transition prob-
ability is
Psa5uGu2
sin2~dt/2!
~d/2!2
. ~2!
In order to show that this unwanted transition can be sup-
pressed via a sequence of short 2p pulses on the us&↔uh&
transition, we divide the total time interval into AN short
intervals t ~see Fig. 1!. The system evolves under G from an
FIG. 1. Scheme for quantum error correction. The Hamiltonian
~1! describes the interaction between the levels us& and ua&. A se-
quence of ultrashort 2p pulses at times t0 , t01t , . . . between the
levels us& and uh& leads to error correction.©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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pulse on the transition us&↔uh&. The system then evolves
from t01t to t012t under G followed by a 2p pulse and so
on.
The transition probability at the end of AN such cycles
will be @8#
P¯ sa5tan2S dt2 D Psa , ~3!
where Psa is given by Eq. ~2!. Thus the application of a
sequence of 2p pulses on an auxiliary transition leads to the
suppression of an unwanted transition between us& and ua&,
provided that the small interval and the detuning d are such
that
FIG. 2. Destructive interference between the us&→ua& transition
is due to the phase change of state us& by p due to the 2p pulse
between us& and uh&. The state ua& does not undergo any phase
change during the application of the 2p pulse.05630tan2S dt2 D!1. ~4!
The suppression arises from a destructive interference of the
transition amplitude. This destructive interference is due to a
phase change of the state us& ~and not of ua&) by p due to the
application of the 2p pulse ~Fig. 2!. This also explains our
choice of an auxiliary transition for the application of the 2p
pulse as we want to selectively produce a phase change, so
that the interference can occur.
We also note that there is a related discussion of this result
within the context of the quantum Zeno effect @9#.
In summary, the use of an atomic array to demonstrate an
AN speed up does not require entanglement. Furthermore, an
essential feature of our search protocol is that we can protect
against unwanted straw atom excitation via the 2p-pulse
quantum error correction. The connection with the Zeno ef-
fect and the 2p-pulse quantum error correction is an inter-
esting if somewhat controversial subject.
Coffey is correct in stating that there are insights to be
gained by taking a classical model. However to miss the
quantum aspects of our paper is to miss half of the fun!
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